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Old Town 
Traffic Improvement Proposals 

1 Background 

The Old Town is the area bounded by East Street, North Street, West Street 
and the sea and forms the historic core of Brighton. The Old Town is one of the 
major destinations in the city for tourists and locals alike, offering a mix of 
history and heritage, shops and restaurants. The area retains its busy, bustling 
feel throughout the year and in the summer the Old Town becomes even more 
popular as tourists numbers swell, filling its many bars, cafés and restaurants. 

A significant proportion of traffic in the Old Town is through traffic, with 40% of 
vehicles entering the Old Town via Ship Street leaving within five minutes. 

At 17 September 2009 Cabinet Meeting, officers were requested to consult on 
improvements to the Old Town area. 

2 Headline Results 

565 responses were received, 197 of these (35%) were received on-line 
through the council’s consultation portal and 368 (65%) were survey forms 
returned by mail or collected at public exhibitions. 

Response rate from the mailing was approximately 16.5%1 which is an average 
response rate for a consultation. 17% of the total number of respondents were 
residents of the Old Town. 

 The majority of respondents (66%) favoured a traffic reduction scheme 
(either Option A or Option B). 

 The majority of respondents favoured allowing access for vehicles in the 
Old Town at all times (52%). 

 The majority of respondents favoured the pedestrianisation of Boyce’s 
Street (66.8%)

3 Methodology 

Information leaflets and questionnaires were mailed to 2436 property addresses 
1436 of these were in the local area. As the area is important for its historic 
character, a further 1000 consultation packs were sent to random city-wide 
addresses. All property addresses were drawn from the Land & Property 
Gazeteer via the council’s GIS system. Prepaid envelopes were included for 
replies.

Two public exhibitions were held in the local area at: 

 Friend’s Meeting House, Ship Street, Thursday 14 June, 12 noon-8pm 
and Saturday 16 June, 9am to 5pm 

                                            
1 This figure includes returned forms plus those who identified themselves as being residents or 
business/owner managers in the Old Town. 
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 Bartholomew House, Bartholomew Square, Thursday 28 June, 8.45am 
to 4.45pm 

The consultation was also advertised on the BHCC’s website and Twitter feed. 
It was featured on BBC TV news and on BBC radio and in the Evening Argus, 
where it was the most popular story on the Argus website for 2 days. 
Stakeholder groups were also sent information.

4 Full Results 

Q1 Are you? 

Respondents could tick as many as applied to them. 

 No. % 2

A resident of the Old Town 100 18

A resident of Brighton & Hove who does not live in the Old Town 290 51

Owner or manager of a business in the Old Town 167 29.5

Other (includes 14 people who work in the area, 7 visitors to the 
area and 3 taxi drivers) 

31 5.5

Total 588 

Q2  Which is your preferred option? 

Question 2 showed plans for two traffic reduction schemes for the Old Town 
Area. The majority of respondents (66%) favoured a traffic reduction scheme 
(either Option A or Option B), whilst 32.2% favoured leaving the area as it is. 

 No. % 

Option A 256 45.3

Option B 117 20.7

Leave as it is 182 32.2

No reply 10 1.8

Total 565 100

69% of those favouring a traffic reduction scheme, favoured Option A. 

Looking at the preferred options by the way respondents answered Question 1 
above, we see that although the highest percentage of respondents favour 
Option A, the table below show that residents of the Old Town and Owners or 
managers of businesses in the Old Town favour leaving it as it is.

                                            
2 Of total respondents (560) 
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Option A Option B Leave as it is Q2 Which is your 
preferred option x type of 
respondent

Number % Number % Number % 

A resident of the Old Town 
(98 total) 

35 35.7 19 19.4 44 44.9

A resident of Brighton & 
Hove who does not live in 
the Old Town (285) 

167 59 59 20.5 59 21

Owner or manager of a 
business in the Old Town 
(163)

45 28 36 22 82 50

Q3 If access to the Old Town was restricted, would you prefer? 

 No. % 

a) Vehicles requiring access are permitted in the Old 
Town at all times 

292 52

b) Vehicles requiring access are only permitted in the Old 
Town at certain times of the day, or days of the week 

208 37

c) Other 35 6

No reply 30 5

Total 565 100

Looking at the preferred options by the way respondents answered Question 1 
above, we see that local residents, residents of Brighton & Hove and Owner or 
managers of businesses in the Old Town all favour allowing vehicles that 
require access to be permitted in the Old Town at all times.

Option a) Option b) c) Other Q3 If access to the Old 
was restricted which is 
your preferred option x 
type of respondent  

Number % Number % Number % 

A resident of the Old Town 
(87 total) 

59 68 24 27.5 5 5.7

A resident of Brighton & 
Hove who does not live in 
the Old Town (282) 

136 48 126 45 20 7

Owner or manager of a 
business in the Old Town 
(154)

92 60 55 36 7 4

If respondents answered “Yes” to Q3b) Vehicles requiring access area only 
permitted in the Old Town at certain times of the day, or days of the week, they 
were then asked to give details. This has elicited a whole range of responses, 
70 respondents mentioned specific times and these have been plotted on the 
chart in Appendix A. The bulk of responses show that respondents feel a period 
in the middle of the day should be where access is not allowed. 

Respondents who mentioned times of the week in their comments said this: 
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Apply restrictions on the following days of the week 
Number of 
times
mentioned

Apply restrictions Monday to Friday 23 

Apply restrictions all week 14 

Apply restrictions Monday to Saturday 6 

Apply restrictions on specific days eg Monday and Thursday 6 

Apply restrictions weekends only 3 

Q4 Would you support the pedestrianisation of Boyce’s Street? 

This question was added at the request of Cllr Jason Kitkat. A small number of 
questionnaires without this question had already been printed and distributed at 
public exhibitions before the revised version was available. 

 No. % 

Yes 378 66.9

No 144 25.5

Not asked 21 3.7

No reply 22 3.9

Total 565 100

Looking at the preferred options by the way respondents answered Question 1 
above, we see that local residents, residents of Brighton & Hove and Owner or 
managers of businesses in the Old Town all favour the pedestrianisation of 
Boyce’s Street but business owner / managers and residents of the Old Town 
show lower levels of support than city-wide respondents.

Yes No Q4 Would you support the 
pedestrianisation of Boyce’s 
Street x type of respondent  

Number % Number % 

A resident of the Old Town (96 
total)

56 59 32 33

A resident of Brighton & Hove who 
does not live in the Old Town (290 
total)

219 75 53 18.4

Owner or manager of a business 
in the Old Town (167 total) 93 56 62 37

Q5 Do you have any other comments about why you need access to 
the Old Town, or how you would like traffic to be managed in the 
Old Town in the future? 

Comments in answer to this question have been themed as follows: 
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Positive comments

Changes to the layout will increase footfall and generate economic 
growth

10

Negative comments

This will harm the local economy 16

These proposals are anti-car 6

Am worried that area will be colonised by cafes and bars/ create anti-
social behaviour 

2

This will inconvenience residents 1

Pedestrianisation 

In favour of pedestrianisation generally 24

Want roads to be like New Road 6

In favour of pedestrianising East Street 2

Don’t want shared space scheme like New Road 1

Pedestrianisation attracts noise and clutter 1

Access

Access for deliveries needs to be maintained 26

24 hour access / general access is needed 11

Access is required for taxis 8

Cycle access must be maintained/ increased 7

Adequate access for weddings at Brighton Town Hall needs to be 
maintained 

4

Access for builders/ tradesmen need to be maintained 4

Access for customers is essential 2

Traffic for access only would be good 2

Access is needed for customers to pick up heavy goods 2

Security companies need access to the area (BCRP – mobile support 
units)

Emergency access is required 2

Access to private car parks is required 2

Access to doctor’s surgery needs to be maintained (Ship Street) 2

Access to school is needed 1

Road closures will badly affect our business 1

Enforcement would be needed – signs are not enough 1

Limited access would be better 1

Access and parking is already a nightmare 1

Traffic

Remove / restrict as much traffic as possible 16

Changes would cause more congestion and pollution 4

Ban all cars 4

Large lorries are causing damage / are a problem and this will make it 
worse

4

Changes would cause displacement traffic 2

Boyce’s Street closure would create displacement traffic 2

Cycle access should be enhanced 2

Close Ship Street – it has become a rat run 1

Traffic should be limited to residents and businesses 1

Parking

Remove all parking except for residents and loading/ reduce parking 5

Business – need better access to parking – concerned at paying £25 
per day is not good for us 

2

Reduce parking 1
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Stop lorries parking on pavements 1

Concerned about loss of parking spaces 1

Phase out private car parks 1

Disability issues

Access is needed for the disabled 11

There are not enough disabled parking spaces/ disabled parking 
needs to be maintained 

6

More dropped kerbs/flat areas for wheelchair users/ disabled/ buggies 3

Taxi access is needed for the disabled 1

Disabled access for weddings at the town hall needs improving 1

Blocking of pavements by A-Boards is an issue for the disabled and 
buggies

1

There is a lack of awareness of the need for access for the disabled 1

General

Destination not advertised enough – these proposals will cause traders 
to lose footfall

1

Letters and emails have also been received from the following individuals and 
groups and area summarised as follows: 

1) Woolley Bevis Diplock 

Acting for Freeholders Mr & Mrs MJB Diplock 

24 Hour access is required for car park for partners, staff and clients. 

2) Brighton Society 

 Support reduction of vehicle movements,  provided cycle routes are 
maintained

 Agrees with closure of Ship Street
 Agrees with the pedestrianisation of Boyce’s Street
 Option A is of limited benefit to pedestrians
 Option B is preferred

3) LoveFit Café 

Representing 21 businesses on Brighton Square want: 
 Traffic to stay as it is 
 Have concerns about a loss of footfall and deliveries 
 Car navigation is difficult already with so many pedestrians around and 

changes to the Old Town would make things worse 
 Parking charges have increased with no improvements in public 

transport

The following traders from Brighton Square also agree with this letter 
Gold Coast Jewellers   Brighton Square Antiques 
Taylor Made Gallery   Bloomingtails 
Street Thai    Claires Accessories 
Vogue Diamond    The Classic Watch Company 
Websters Pens    Mazreku Jewellers 
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Angel bakery    Giggling Giraffe 
LoveFit Café    Simply the Best 
Oasis Café    Quinn Jewelllers 
Rounders Records   Fish & Chips 
Jaffa Hair     Ring Jewellers 

4) Centurion Group 

Centurion Group are owners of Brighton Square Portfolio and own properties in 
Duke Street and Meeting House Lane. 

 Concerned that the council should consider benefits of pedestrianising 
East Street for those properties and how the council might replicate this 
for properties on Brighton Square 

 Concerns over loss of trade from preventing cars entering the Old Town 
altogether

 Would like the council to consider incentivised parking rates for users of 
the Old Town 

 Concerns that deliveries under Option A would suffer. Businesses have 
to fall in line with time slots offered by suppliers and not the other way 
around.

 Want combination of Options A and B 

5) Brighton Media Centre 

 A gradual closing down of roads in the Lanes leads to bottle necks 
when deliveries are made. 

 Variety of businesses will be affected in changes to deliveries and 
supplies, leading to loss of vitality of the area 

6) Madame Geisha 

Concerned about not having vehicles coming through East Street and that taxis 
will still drop off and pick up causing a hazard 

7) East Street Businesses  

A number of East Street businesses signed to the following: 

 In favour of Option B 
 Ideally want East Street closed between 11 and 7 every day…. 
 Access before 11 for deliveries and after 7 for taxis and cars. 

And have further queries and requests in the comments section. 

The Whiskey Shop   Gap Kids 
Alexa     Jones the Bootmakers 
Paperchase    Terre a Terre 
Jezebel    Time Out 
Toni & Guy    Indian Summer 
Scoop & Crumb   Lola Lo 
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8) Food for Friends 

Concerns about damage caused by large vehicles getting worse under Option B 
so in favour of Option A, but allowing deliveries within certain constraints and 
times.

9) John A Tuffin & Co LLP Chartered Accountants 

Not in favour of Option A or B. Want Access Only signs with no off street 
parking (other than disabled parking) at the junction of Middle Street/ Kings 
Road and North Street/ Ship Street and removal of the on-street parking (other 
than disabled parking) in Middle Street/ Duke Street/ Ship Street to deter much 
of the other traffic.

10) Paul Goble 

Owns a shop in the Old Town. Needs constant access and is concerned that 
traffic would increase through the one street resulting in more congestion and 
pollution. Is concerned that permit holder parking bays will be reduced and 
therefore would like charges for these reduced accordingly 

11) Ship Street, Ship Street Gardens and Middle Street Residents’
Association

Neither Option A or B are acceptable and are not in favour of pedestrianising 
Boyce’s Street. 

12) Ship Street Surgery 

Ship Street Surgery provides NHS services for city centre patients and hosts 
the central MSK service (Muscular Skeletal and Knee Problems). Patients with 
mobility problems will need access services and sometimes assistance to alight 
and board vehicles. 

Preference is either Option B with clear communciations to patients or C leave it 
alone.

Also have private car park in Black Lion Street to which 24 hour access is 
needed.

13) Regency Leisure Arcade 

Opposed to pedestrianisation of Boyce’s Street as it will create bottlenecks for 
traffic and deliveries and not allow access to our premises. Promoting of a 
drinking culture on doorstep of inner City primary school appears to disregard 
the needs of the school children. 

14) Bricycles 

Support traffic and speed reduction. Prefer Option A. 
Strongly believe 2-way cycling should be in place on all streets.  
Don’t want Boyce’s street to be cycle free – question does not cover cycling. 
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15) Taxi Forum 

Have concerns for the providing and affordable and effective service and want 
to keep Boyce’s Street, Ship Street and Albert Street open (and in that order of 
importance).

Best solution is to turn the area into shared space akin to New Road. 
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Demographic Information 

Gender No. % 

Male 307 54.3

Female 197 34.9

No reply/ prefer not to say/ other 61 10.8

Total 565 100

Age No. % 

18-24 13 2.3

25-34 86 15.2

35-44 132 23.4

45-54 102 18.1

55-64 65 11.5

65-74 42 7.4

75+ 11 1.9

No reply/ prefer not to say 114 20.2

Total 565 100

Disability No. % 

Yes 55 9.9

No 428 75.8

No reply/ prefer not to say  83 14.5

Total 565 100

Types of disability  No. % 

Physical 35 63.6

Sensory 3 5.4

Mental health 8 14.5

Learning  5 9

Long-standing illness/ condition 27 4.9

Total respondents with disabilities 553 100

                                            
3 Some respondents had more than one type of disability 
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Appendix A 
Q3b)  What times for vehicles requiring access? 

Time (left is 12 midnight) red = no access, green = access allowed    

12 1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9 10 11 12 1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9 10 11
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Appendix B 
Letters received in full 

1) Woolley Bevis Diplock 
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2) Brighton Society 
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3) LoveFit Café 
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4) Centurion Group 
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5) Brighton Media Centre 
 

 

RE: THE OLD TOWN TRAFFIC IMPROVEMENT PROPOSALS 

As a business operator in this area of the City, we see and experience all that goes on in the 

way of access for all. We have seen how there has been a gradual closing down of the few 

roads in the Lanes and adjoining areas, and seen how this has created serious problems for all 

those living and working in the area.  Even now, without these proposals in place, there is 

regularly a kind of thrombosis sets in, whenever there is a delivery vehicle or a taxi (typically) 

needing to stop in the road to carry out its mission. This leads to tailbacks, increased pollution, 

and delays already, so that vehicles are detained far longer than would previously have been 

required. That means that pedestrians and cyclists have to find their way around those 

stationary vehicles and their fumes.  

By increasing the blocked!off sections, this can only deteriorate. 

 

It may also have been overlooked, but the Lanes etc are certainly places where inhabitants of 

Brighton, and visitors, love to go and walk around.... yet the only reason that they wish to do 

this is because of the variety of businesses that are there for them to visit. If the supplying of 

those businesses is curtailed any further, there is clearly going to be a Law of Diminishing 

Returns taking effect, and the shops and offices etc will become less desirable, and frustration 

will increasingly build up. 

At present, it is hard enough for these essential supplies to get in, and waste etc removed.  

 

I would strongly recommend that these proposals are set aside, and the real needs to= fop all 

the users are taken into account. 

One possible proposal would be to turn the existing roads into multi!user areas, just as was 

done in New Road – this would still allow traffic to move slowly through, and would increase 

the efficiency of delivering etc, and possibly reduce the waiting times for everyone. However, 

this would be very expensive to replace all the surfacing, and frankly, there are many more 

important things for the Council to spend its meagre funds on, that are for more deserving of 

priority. 

 

So this is a plea to at least keep things as they are for now – there isn’t such a problem that it 

needs more meddling! 

 

Don Elwick 

Brighton Media Centre 
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6) Madame Geisha  
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7) East Street Businesses - Various 
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8) Food for Friends 
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9) John A Tuffin & Co LLP Chartered Accountants 
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10) Paul Goble 
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11) Ship Street, Ship Street Gardens and Middle Street Residents’
Association
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12) Ship Street Surgery 
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13) Regency Leisure Arcade 
Regency Leisure Arcade 

63-64 West Street 

Brighton

East Sussex 

BN1 2RA 

Mr Tom Campbell 

Project Manager of Transport Planning and Policy 

Room 404 

Hove Town Hall 

Norton Road 

Hove

East Sussex 

BN3 4AH

29
th

 June 2012

OPPOSITION

TO THE APPLICATION TO CLOSE BOYCES STREET, BRIGHTON 

Dear Tom, 

Thank you for taking to time to chat through the above proposal last week.

Please find listed below our reasons for opposing the road closure of Boyces Street, 

Brighton. The easiest way to present our views is in the following format: 

CONS:

1. Very heavy traffic congestion from both domestic and commercial traffic will 

result if Boyces Street were to close. Due to road closures around the area, such 

as no access to North Street when travelling from Middle Street coupled with the 

recent closure of the road that runs through the lanes and out onto the main 

seafront road. In conjunction with the proposal to close the road that runs 

alongside Brighton Town Hall means there will be fewer exit points for all 

traffic around this area. By closing off more and more exit routes, a bottle neck 

of traffic will result causing delivery drivers and businesses extreme frustration 

and delays when trying to take deliveries, get rid of their waste and generally 

operate within accepted parameters for successful trading.
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2. Having a substantial number of large delivery lorries with fewer points of exit 

around this very busy area is, in our opinion, an accident waiting to happen, 

large lorries reversing, stopping and starting does not mix well with the level of 

pedestrians and tourists who visit this very desirable part of Brighton. Currently, 

Boyces Street provides an easy exit onto West Street for all traffic to either get 

back onto the seafront or travel north and out of Brighton thus easing 

congestion, helping to keep the traffic flowing.

3. We are extremely concerned that we will be unable to let three rental properties, 

vital for the residents and the student population who rely on good rentals, 

conscientious landlords and a suitable place to live. The aim of the Coal Shed 

and Fiddlers Elbow management is to apply for a license to be able to serve 

alcohol to the tables outside their premises, making the letting potential less 

desirable.

4. Promoting a drinking culture on the doorstep of an inner City primary school 

appears to disregard the needs of the school children. As the children play in the 

playground at lunchtime, raised voices, cigarette smoke and general adult banter 

fuelled by alcohol are likely to invade the playground. In our opinion, these two 

social groups do not mix well when both have the opportunity to be outside and 

within earshot.  

5. Currently, Boyces Street is used as a very effective walk way for pedestrians as 

well as all types of traffic. No doubt, if the road were to be closed off this would 

create a bottle neck for pedestrians. Establishments in favour of having the road 

closed would inevitably take the maximum space available to them, cordon off 

their own areas with either chairs, tables, ropes, outdoor plants or anything else 

that could be used as an effective demarcation for their respective plots. Boyces 

Street is already narrow; anything added to narrow it further would look 

cluttered, untidy and create a bottle neck for pedestrians. Later on in the 

evenings, Boyces Street serves as a useful short cut for pedestrians who have 

enjoyed early drinks in the bars and clubs on West Street. In its current 

arrangement, provides an easy and effective access and exit routes for revelers to 
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make their way towards the lanes and beyond without the minimum of 

disruption and without having to negotiate their way around chairs and tables. 

6. A huge number of parents use their vehicles to collect and drop off their children 

at Middle Street Primary School located on Boyces Street, inevitably there are 

always parents who for whatever reason need to use their vehicle to collect their 

child from school. We have been witness to this on many occasions and firmly 

believe should Boyces Street be closed this will add further congestion around 

school pick up and drop off times, increasing the danger for both children and 

parents.

7. We, as a family business have been located in West Street, Brighton for more 

than 30 years, having opened in 1981. During this time we have needed to 

access our business premises throughout the day and evening without 

interruption in order to run our business responsibly. This means planning 

errands and using Boyces Street in a manner which does not have an adverse 

affect on pedestrians and traffic. We have done this very well and respectfully 

since 1981. 

8. Should Boyces Street close to traffic, there will be no access to park our Smart 

Car on our own premises. Currently, we are able to use the side entrance of our 

business, situated on Boyces Street, for the discreet and secure removal of 

money to bank which enable us to comply with our specific insurance 

requirements. 

PROS:

1.     To financially benefit those who are behind the proposal by bringing their 

businesses out

          into the street. The main proposers coming from the same property owner 

(Fiddlers Elbow

          and their tenant, who runs The Coal Shed). Please note, the tenant of the Coal 

Shed has
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          been trading for approximately six months and appears to want to extend his 

business

          potential at the cost of many other long established businesses who have used the 

street

          for its deliveries and through way successfully and responsibly for many, many 

years.

CONCLUSION: 

We are sure you agree that listed above are eight important, comprehensive and valid 

reasons why we are opposed to the proposal to close Boyces Street. 

In our opinion there seems to be a huge divide between the purpose for closing Boyces 

Street. On one hand a few business's in the street have everything to gain and on the 

other, many, many established businesses including ourselves which rely heavily on 

clear access around the old town would be significantly disadvantaged if we are unable 

to use the road to manage our business effectively. 

We appreciate your help in this matter. Should you require further clarification or 

information on any points mentioned please do not hesitate to get in touch. We await 

confirmation of receipt of this letter. 

Yours sincerely, 

Charles Heal & Jason Heal 

Directors and Owners of: 

Regency Leisure Arcade, 63-64 West Street, Brighton, East Sussex 

62 West Street/Boyces Street, Brighton, East Sussex 

14 Boyces Street, Brighton, East Sussex 

15 Boyces Street, Brighton, East Sussex 

16 Boyces Street, Brighton, East Sussex 
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14) Bricycles 
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16) Taxi Forum 
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